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1. Abstract

The relationship between the person and the built environment is dynamic. This dynamism unfolds over
many spatial and temporal scales. Consider the varying viewing distances and angles of observation, and
also the built environments that contain moving parts and moving pictures. The architect wants to predict
human responses for the full range of these possibilities: a daunting task. We study how this challenge can
be reduced using the systematic understanding of perception by sensory neuroscience.
Our starting point is the basic fact that human vision is selective. It is exceedingly sensitive to some forms of
spatial and temporal information but is blind to others. A comprehensive map of this selectivity has been
worked out in the tightly controlled laboratory studies of visual perception, where the subject responds to
stimuli on a flat screen at a fixed viewing distance. We translate this map from the restricted laboratory
conditions to the scale of large built environments.
Using a pair of industrial robots carrying a projector and a large screen, we created the conditions for
probing the limits of visual perception on the scale relevant to architectural design. The large dynamic
images propelled through space allowed us to trace boundaries of the solid regions in which different kinds
of visual information could or could not be accessed. For this initial study, we concentrated on several
paradoxical cases, such as the diminished ability to pick visual information as its source approaches the
observer, and the abrupt change in visibility following only a slight change in the viewing distance.
In summary, we created a versatile measurement platform for mapping the spatial and temporal boundaries
of perception in large spaces, for the forthcoming case studies in architectural and urban design, and for
experiments in virtual architecture, mixed reality, and immersive cinema. Against the backdrop of a long
and venerable history of “rationalization of space,” from the early drawing systems to the invention of
perspective and moving pictures, our study makes a case for the transition from research of representations
of space to research of space that contains representations.
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